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ABSTRACT. Equivalent Transformation (ET) rules can be used to construct correct se
quential and parallel programs, as they are inherently correct. One important method 
for making ET rules uses logical formulas. Among logical formulas, unsatisfiable con
junctions of finite atoms, each of which is represented by an atom set in this paper, are 
especially useful for making many ET rules that are used for constructing efficient pro
grams. This paper proposes a method of proving unsatisfiability of an atom set based on 
computation by ET rules. The proposed method is recursive, in the sense that, during 
proving the given atom set, it may find a new atom set based on subset relation or in
ductive structure. Since our proposed method incorporates search based on subset and 
inductive relations, it can be used to prove unsatisfiability of various atom sets that can
not be proven by conventional methods. 
Keywords: Unsatisfiability, Proof, Equivalent transformation rule, Induction 

1. Introduction. Equivalent Transformation (ET) rules are useful for developing algo
rithms for sequential program construction [1, 9]. An ET rule is a procedure that is used 
tO replace one clause set with another while preserving the original clause's declarative . 
meaning. In recent years, methodologies for constructing parallel programs, which extend 
the methodologies used to construct sequential programs, have been proposed [3]. In the 
ET program construction, correct programs are constructed by accumulating ET rules 
made from specifications, sets of logical formulas, one by one. Methods for automatically 
making ET rules are therefore useful for constructing correct programs. 

Miura et al. [14] recently proposed a method for making ET rules from logical formulas 
( each called a Logical Equivalence (LE)) made from specifications. An LE describes an 
equivalence relationship between two logical formulas under some specified preconditions. 
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Since ET rules can be made from LEs using this method, methods by which correct logical 
formulas can be made from specifications are therefore essential. 

One objective of this paper is to propose a solution for making LEs from specifications. 
We achieve this by proposing a new method for proving atom sets based on computation 
by ET rules and constructing an algorithm based on the proposed method. An atom is a 
logical formula that has no deeper propositional structure. Since an atom conjunction is 
treated as an atom set in this paper, it is called an atom set. 

In this paper we specially focus on the proof of unsatisfiable atom sets: that is, atom 
sets in which one or more atoms do not satisfy the constraint of predicates. An LE made 
from such an atom set is efficient for making False rules, which are useful ET rules for 
constructing efficient programs. A False rule removes any definite clause that contains 
body atoms which do not satisfy the constraints of predicates. 

In proposing a method for proving the unsatisfiability of atom sets, this paper 

1. Defines the concept of an unsatisfiable atom set with respect to background knowl-
edge, 

2. Gives a sufficient condition for an unsatisfiable atom set, 
3. Proposes procedures for checking whether a given atom set satisfies the condition. 

Further, we explicate a method for proving unsatisfiability of atom sets using induction 
based on computation by ET rules. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 expounds on the purpose 
of this paper by discussing the importance of ET rules in program synthesis. Section 3 
discusses background knowledge as it relates to program synthesis and gives a definition 
for unsatisfiable atom sets. Examples of this type of atom set are also presented. Section 
4 defines declarative meaning and the concept of an ET rule, and outlines the conditions 
that must be satisfied for an atom set to be deemed unsatisfiable. Section 5 presents an 
algorithm for proving unsatisfiability of an atom set based on computation by ET rules. 
Section 6 outlines the process involved in proving unsatisfiability of a concrete atom set 
using the algorithm. Section 7 discusses the usefulness of the method proposed in this 
paper and compares it with other approaches. Section 8 gives conclusions. 

2. Importance of ET Rules and Proof of Unsatisfiability. 

2.1. Importance of ET rules in program synthesis. Methodologies for the construc
tion of both sequential and parallel programs based on program synthesis by ET rules 
have been proposed [1, 3]. In the proposed methodologies, ET rules are used to describe 
procedures. An ET rule guarantees partial correctness with respect to a specification; 
thus, if a program is constructed using ET rules then partial correctness of that program 
is also guaranteed. Additionally, since each ET rule is completely independent and indi
vidually correct, partial correctness of the program is guaranteed even if a new ET rule 
is added to the existing program. 

Program synthesis using ET rules is important in our proposed method for proving 
atom sets. In program synthesis using ET rules, programs can be constructed simply 
by making ET rules and accumulating them one by one [2, 12]. In order to prove atom 
sets, it is necessary to construct an algorithm for the proof. As algorithms become more 
complex, the need for the construction of cost-effective and reliable algorithms increases. 
Program synthesis based on the accumulation of components can effectively construct 
complex algorithms. Since ET rules can be considered components of a program, they 
can confer considerable advantage in this respect. 
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2.2. Importance of proof of unsatisfiability. An ET program transforms a clause 
set into a simpler one repeatedly, while preserving its declarative meaning. ET rules 
can be used to describe various procedures. Efficient programs may be constructed by 
making efficient ET rules from a specification, and by accumulating them. Thus, methods 
for making ET rules are important for constructing efficient programs. The efficiency of 
this computation depends on the number of clause set transformations. Generally, it is 
preferable to decrease the number of transformations for the efficiency of the computation. 

A False rule is a useful rule that speeds up computation by removing definite clauses 
that contain body atoms which do not satisfy the constraints of predicates. Since there is 
no need to obtain a set of answers for a clause that is removed by a False rule, transforming 
such a clause unnecessarily increases the number of clause set transformations. Thus, it 
is better to remove that clause as early as possible. A False rule can remove the clause, 
so the rule is useful for constructing efficient programs. 

This paper proposes a new method for proving that a given atom set is an unsatisfiable 
atom set. The method is important in the making of False rules from specifications. 
Assume that a False rule that applies to a clause C is made. The False rule can be made 
using the following steps: 

1. Select an atom set from the body of clause C. 
2. Check whether the atom set is unsatisfiable. 
3. Make a False rule from the unsatisfiable atom set. 

In Step 1, one or more atoms are nondeterministically selected from the body atoms. 
Step 3 can be accomplished using the method proposed by Miura, in which False rules 
are generated from LEs made from specified unsatisfiable atom sets [13]. Step 2 of the 
procedure has not yet been realized; therefore, it is essential that a method for Step 2 be 
developed. This paper proposes just such a method for proving that a given atom set is 
an unsatisfiable atom set; consequently, making the overall procedure complete. 

3. Definition of Unsatisfiable Atom Set with Examples. 

3.1. Background knowledge. The decision as to whether an atom set is unsatisfiable 
is dependent on. background knowledge. Background knowledge is defined by predicates 
described by a set of clauses, denoted by ID>. A predicate is generally defined by one or 
more clauses. For example, a predicate app for the concatenation of lists is defined by the 
following two clauses: 

cli : app([], X, X) +-
cl2 : app([A IX], Y, [A I Z]) +- app(X, Y, Z) 

Clause cli means that the concatenation of an empty list and a list X yields a list 
X. Clause cl2 means that if list Z is the concatenation of lists X and Y, then list 
[A I Z] is the concatenation of lists [A I X] and Y. Ground atoms obtained from the 
two clauses are valid atoms; otherwise, they are unsatisfiable atoms. app([], [1], [1]) and 
app([a, bl, [cl, [a, b, cl) are valid atoms, while app([], [1], []) and app([a], [bl, [cl) are unsat
isfiable atoms. A predicate rev is defined by the following two clauses and the definition 
of the app predicate: 

cl3 : rev([], []) +-
cl4 : rev([A IX], Z) +- app(Y, [A], Z), rev(X, Y) 

Clause cl3 means an empty list is an empty list even if it is in reverse order. Clause 
cl4 means that if a list Y is an element of a list X in reverse order and a list Z is the 
concatenation of Y and [A], then Z is an element of [A IX] in reverse order. 
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3.2. Definition of unsatisfiable atom sets. An unsatisfiable atom set contains atoms 
that do not satisfy predicate constraints on background knowledge ]]), The condition of 
an unsatisfiable atom set is read as the equivalence relationship of the unsatisfiable atom 
set and {false} with respect to]]), The false atom is a special built-in atom that always 
equates to false. 

Definition 3.1. An atom set lE is unsatisfiable with respect to background knowledge ]]) 
iff the formula 

M(]J)) p= \f(JE +-+ {false}) 

is true.1 

3.3. Examples of unsatisfiable atom sets. Let us now look at examples of unsatisfi
able atom sets using the predicates app and rev. The atom neq(Al, A2) means that Al 
is not equal to A2. 

lE1 : { app(A, [X), A)} 
JE2 : {app(A, B, C), app(A, B, D), neq(C, D)} 

Set JE1 means that the concatenation of lists A and [X] is A. From the viewpoint of the 
meaning of the predicate app, the third argument is a list that adds an element X to 
the last element of A. Since the atom does not satisfy the predicate constraint, JE1 is 
unsatisfiable with respect to ]]). Th(;) next example is a set JE2 • This set means that lists 
C and D result from the concatenation of lists A and B, and C is not equal to D. If the 
neq atom satisfies the predicate constraint, then the two app atoms are false. Whereas, 
if the two app atoms satisfy the predicate constraint, then the neq atom is false. Thus, 
JE2 is unsatisfiable with respect to ]]), 

JE3 : {rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)} 

The set JE3 means that lists B and C are elements of the list A in reverse order, and B 
is not equal to C. From the viewpoint of the meaning of the predicate rev, Bis equal to 
C. Thus, JE3 is unsatisfiable with respect to ]]), 

4. Theorem for Unsatisfiable Atom Set. 

4.1. Declarative meaning. In Theorem 4.1 (see Section 4.2), the unsatisfiability of an 
atom set is proven by using the equivalence of declarative meaning. Given a set 'D of 
definite clauses, the declarative meaning of 'D, denoted by M('D), is given by Definition 
4.1. 

Definition 4.1. Declarative meaning 
Let § be the set of all substitutions. Let g be all ground atoms, where (G s;;; g. Given a 

set A of atoms, pow(A) denotes the power set of A. Given a definite clause cl, a mapping 
Tc1 from pow(Q) to pow(Q) is defined by 

Tc1(G) = {g I (cl= (H +-- B)) & (e E §) & (Bes;;; G) & (g = He E Q)} . 

Given a set 'D of definite clauses, Tv is defined by 

Tv(G) = {U Tc1(G) I (cl E 'D)} . 

M ('D) is defined by 

M('D) = LJ~=1 [Tv]n(0) , 

where n is a non-negative integer, and [Tv] 1(0) = Tv(0), [Tv]n(0) = Tv([TvJn-1(0)). 
1 Let Q be a set of ground atoms and let F be a logical formula. Q F F means that Q is a model of F. 

From Q FF, M(ID) F Y(JE t-t {false}) is equal to YB: (EB<;;; Q =} (EB<;;; M(ID) t-t false)). 
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4.2. Theorem for unsatisfiable atom set. From the definition of the declarative mean
ing, if E is valid with respect to background knowledge ID), then M ( { ans +- E}) is the 
set of ans atoms. On the other hand, if E is unsatisfiable, then an empty set is obtained. 

Theorem 4.1. Let E be an atom set. It is assumed that ans does not exist as predicates 
on ID>. An atom set E is unsatisfiable with respect to ID> iff the formula 

M(ID> U { ans +- E}) = M(ID>) 

is true. 

Proof: M(ID>) is a model of ID>. 

M(ID> U {ans+- E}) = M(ID>) 
t 

M(ID>) U { ans I :W : EB r:;;_ M(ID>)} = M(ID>) 
t 

{ans I 38: EB r:;;_ M(ID>)} = 0 
t 

-a(3B: EB r:;;_ M(ID>)) 

t 
ve: (EB r:;;_ g =? EB <l:. M(ID>)) 

t 
VB: (EB r:;;_ Q =? (EB r:;;_ M(ID>) +--+ false)) 

t 
M(ID>) I= V(E +--+ {false}) 

D 

4.3. Definition of ET rules. In this paper, proof that an atom set is unsatisfiable 
is computed using ET rules. An ET rule is a rewriting rule that replaces a clause set 
with another one while preserving its declarative meaning with respect to background 
knowledge ID>. 

Definition 4.2. Definition of ET rules 
A rewriting rule r is an ET rule with respect to ]]J) iff the formula 

M(ID> U clsl) = M(ID> U cls2) 

is true for any clause sets clsl and cls2 such that clsl is transformed to cls2 by r. 

5. Algorithm for Proving Unsatisfiability of Atom Set. 

5.1. Algorithm P. In this section, we present an algorithm P for proving unsatisfiability 
of an atom set E using ET rules. From Theorem 4.1, a set E is an unsatisfiable atom 
set with respect to background knowledge ]]J) iff E satisfies the condition M (ID> U { ans +
E}) = M (ID>). If an empty set { } is obtained from the clause set { ans +- E} due to the 
application of ET rules, then set E satisfies the condition M(ID> U { ans +- E}) = M(ID>). 
The proof procedure using algorithm P is as follows: 

[Algorithm P = unsat(CS, R)] 
Algorithm P is a function unsat. The inputs to the function are a clause set CS(= 

{ ans +- E}) and an ET rule set R; while the output is {true, false}. 

1. Transform CS into CS' by applying R zero or more times. 
2. If CS'= { }, the output is true. 
3. Find an atom set E' and a clause set CS" such that 

i. B is a set of atoms, 
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ii. {ans f---- B} U CS"= CS', and 
m. E' c B. 

If unsat( { ans f---- E'} U CS", R) = true, then stop with success. 
4. Select a clause ans f---- B and a clause set CS" such that 

i. B is a set of atoms and contains one or more variables, and 
ii. { ans f---- B} u CS"= CS'. 

Select a variable V such that 
i. V is a variable that has appeared in B. 

Repeat the selection of other { ans f---- B} U CS" and other V until true is obtained 
for all the outputs of procedures G), @, ®and@. 
G) Make a substitution e0 and a clause C0 such that 

i. e0 = {V/[ ]}, and 
ii. C 0 = (anse0 f---- B8°). 

Call unsat( { C0
} U CS", R). 

@ Make a substitution ek and a clause Ck such that 
i. ek = {V/[P I Q~kn, and 

ii. Ck = (ansek f---- Bek). 
Generate an inductively-used rule iR such that 

i. ei = {V/Q~k}, and 
ii. iR = gen(V(Bei +-+ {false})). 

Call unsat( { Ck} u CS", Ru { iR} ). 
@ Make a substitution enum and a clause cnum such that 

i. enum = {V/x~num}, and 
ii. cnum = ( ansenum f---- Benum). 

Call unsat( { cnum} U CS", R). 
@ Make a substitution esym and a clause csym such that 

i. esym = {VI x~sym}' and 
ii. csym = (ansesym f---- Besym). 

Call unsat( { csym} u CS", R). 

The algorithm contains many non-deterministic procedures. In Step 1 of the algorithm, if 
an empty set is obtained from CS, it is preferable that clause transformation is repeated 
until an empty set is obtained. However, an empty set is not necessarily obtained. In such 
a case, the number of clause transformations is controlled in order to be able to select a 
useful subset in Step 3 or a useful variable in Step 4. In Step 3, it is preferable that several 
ground instances of E' are false with respect to background knowledge IDl. Since various 
E's which satisfy that condition will exist, the set E' is nondeterministically selected from 
among them. The variable Vin Step 4 is nondeterministically selected from among useful 
variables to execute an induction. gen is a function for relating an unsatisfiable formula 
to an inductively-used rule. This function is expounded on in Section 5.2. 

[Feature of induction in this paper] 
The induction in this paper is executed by using the recursiveness of the list which 

appears in an atom set. The computation is executed using a set of ET rules and an 
inductively-used rule. Let c51 be a substitution {V /[P I Q~k]}; let c52 be a substitution 
{V/Q~k}; and let c53 be a substitution {V/[ ]}. Vis a variable in an atom set£. The 
unsatisfiability of £61 is proven by induction in accordance with the following steps: 

1. Make an inductively-used rule iR based on £c52, where it is assumed that £c52 is 
unsatisfiable. 

2. The unsatisfiability of £c53 is proven using rule set R. 
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3. The unsatisfiability of l'c51 is proven using rule set RU {iR}. 

5.2. Generation of inductively-used rules. An inductively-used rule is generated 
from an unsatisfiable formula in Step 4 of algorithm P. An unsatisfiable formula called 
Fe, describes the equivalence relationship of atom sets E and {false}, and is defined by 

\i(E B {false}). 

This formula means that the truth-value of E is equivalent to that of {false} for any 
ground substitutions of variables in E. An inductively-used rule, iR, is defined by 

1U =;, not(:IIB), 1U, 

where E = 1U + JIB. If atom set JIB is an empty set { }, then the form of the generated rules 
is 1U =;,false. Function gen is a mapping that relates an element in iR to an element in 
Fe. For example, it is assumed that the following formula is obtained as an element in 
Fe: 

\i( {rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z), neq(Y, Z)} B {false}) 

Atom set JIB is the set of built-in atoms. Since the built-in atoms in the above formula are 
neq(Y, Z), atom sets JIB and 1U are 

JIB= { neq(Y, Z)}, 
1U = {rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) }. 

Thus, the following formula is obtained: 

rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) =;, not(neq(Y, Z)), rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) 
.lJ. not(neq(Y, Z)) = eq(Y, Z). 

rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) =;, eq(Y, Z), rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) 
.lJ. The right-hand side can be replaced with { eq(Y, Z), rev(X, Y) }. 

rev(X, Y), rev(X, Z) =;, eq(Y, Z), rev(X, Y) 

6. Example of Proof of Unsatisfiability. In this section, we prove the unsatisfiability 
of an atom set that comprises atoms of predicates rev and neq, and which is described as 

Erev = {rev(X, A), rev(X, B), neq(A, B)} 

Set Erev means that lists A and B are elements of a list X in reverse order and A is not 
equal to B. An initial set of rules for proving the unsatisfiability of Erev is the following 
set, Rrev· 

Rrev = 

r1 : rev(A, B) =;, eq(A, [ ]), eq(B, []) 
=;, eq(A, [Al I A2]), rev(A2, A3), app(A3, [Al), B) 

r 2 : rev(A, B), rev(A, B) =;, rev(A, B) 
r3 : neq(A, A) =;, {false} 
r4 : eq(A, B) =;,{A= B} 
r5 : eq([A I BJ, [CI DJ)=;, eq(A, C), eq(B, D) 
r6 : eq(A, B), { ivar(A), getinfo(A, nurn), list(B)} =;, {false} 
r 7 : eq(A,B),{ivar(A),getinfo(A,syrn),list(B)} =;, {false} 

The clause set CS for this example is { ans ~ rev(X, A), rev(X, B), neq(A, B)}. In 
Step 1 of algorithm P, an empty set cannot be obtained from CS by applying Rrev, so 
let CS be CS'. In Step 3, a subset m:;·ev in which true is obtained as an output of the 
function unsat does not exist, so we execute Step 4. In Step 4, let variable X be a variable 
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selected from among those in the body of CS'. Additionally, the following functions are 
called in Step 4: 

CD : unsat( { ans f- rev([], A), rev([], B), neq(A, B)}, 1Rrev) 

@ : unsat( { ans f- rev([P I Q~k], A), rev([P I Q~k], B), neq(A, B)}, 1Rrev + { iRrev}) 

iRrev = (rev(Q~k, A), rev(Q~k, B) =} eq(A, B), rev(Q~k, A)) 

®: unsat({ans f-rev(x~num,A),rev(x~num,B),neq(A,B)},JRrev) 

@: unsat({ans f-rev(x~sym,A),rev(x~sym,B),neq(A,B)},JRrev) 

[Executing function CD] 
Anemptysetisobtainedfrom{ans f- rev([], A), rev([], B), neq(A, B)} by applying 

1Rrev· In Step 1, the following set is obtained from the clause set: 

{ ans f- neq(A, [ ]), eq([], [C I DJ), rev(D, E), app(E, [Cl, A)} 

Since the first argument of the underlined atom is an empty set [] and the second argument 
is a list, [C I D], composed of one or more elements, the constraint of the eq predicate 
cannot be satisfied. An empty set is obtained because this clause is removed. 
[Executing function @] 

By applyiilg the rules in 1Rrev + { iRrev} four times, the following set is obtained from 
{ans f- rev([P I Q~k],A),rev([P I Q~k],B),neq(A,B)}: ' 

{ ans f- neq(A, B), app(C, [DJ, A), app(C, [DJ, B), rev(E~k, C)} 

We now treat the underlined atoms as an atom set. The atom set can be read as follows: 
The concatenation of lists C and [DJ results in lists A and B, and A is not equal to B. 
From the viewpoint of the meaning of the app predicate, it is believed that A is equal to 
B. Thus, there is a possibility that the atom set is an unsatisfiable atom set. In Step 
3, let E' be the atom set {neq(A,B),app(C, [D],A),app(C, [D],B)}. The details of the 
computation of the following function is omitted in this paper due to space constraints. 

unsat({ans f- neq(A,B),app(C, [D],A),app(C, [D],B)},1Rrev) 

[Executing function ®] 
An empty set is obtained from {ans f- rev(x~num,A),rev(x~num,B),neq(A,B)} 

when 1Rrev is applied. In Step 1, the following set is obtained from the clause set: 

{ans f- rev(A~num, B), neq(C, B), eq(A~num, [DI El), rev(E, F), app(F, [DJ, C)} 

Since the first argument of the underlined atom is a digit and the second argument is 
a list, the constraint of the eq predicate cannot be satisfied. An empty set is obtained 
because this clause is removed. 
[Executing function @] 

An empty set is obtained from {ans f- rev(x~sym, A), rev(x~sym, B), neq(A, B)} when 
1Rrev is applied. In step 1, the following set is obtained from the clause set: 

{ ans f- rev(A~sym, B), neq(C, B), eq(A~sym, [DI El), rev(E, F), app(F, [D], C)} 

Since the first argument of the underlined atom is a symbol and the second argument is 
a list, the constraint of the eq predicate cannot be satisfied. An empty set is obtained 
because this clause is removed. 

Consequently, since the outputs of the four functions CD, @, ®, and @ are true, 1Erev 
is deemed unsatisfiable with respect to JI)), 
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7. Discussion and Comparisons. 

7.1. Application to program generation. Methods for generating programs from 
specifications are essential. Methods for generating C, C++, and Java programs have 
been proposed by many researchers [5, 8, 11]. We also proposed a system for generating 
C programs from sets of ET rules [16]. Consequently, if ET rules can be automatically 
generated from specifications, then C programs can be automatically generated (indi
rectly) from those specifications ( via ET rules) by combining the system and an ET rule 
generator. Therefore, methods for generating ET rules, such as the LE-based method 
[13], are very important. 

The proof method proposed in this paper is closely connected to the methods for making 
ET rules. In particular, the proof method is very useful when ET rules are generated via 
the LE-based method. In the LE-based method, ET rules are generated from specifications 
via LEs. An LE describes an equivalence relationship between two logical formulas under 
specified preconditions. It is necessary to prove the equivalence of LEs when ET rules are 
made by the LE-based method. The proof method proposed in this paper is useful for 
proving the equivalence of LEs. 

Methods for proving the correctness of logical formulas have been proposed before 
[6, 7, 15]. However, these proposals were not focused on its application to program 
generation, so the methods are not closely connected to program generation. As a result, 
the proposals cannot be applied to problem settings such as those dealt with in this paper. 

7.2. Comparison with related studies. Researchers such as Hsiang and Srivas [6] and 
Sakurai and Motoda [15] proposed methods for proving the correctness of logical formulas. 
In their proposed methods, the correctness of logical formulas is proven based on logic 
programming theory [10]. Sakurai and Motoda [15] presented problems [4] that cannot 
be proven except by induction and proposed a method for proving those problems. On 
the other hand, Hsiang and Srivas [6] proposed a method for proving logical formulas that 
includes a list data structure that is similar to our app predicate. Induction is also used 
in a proposed method by Huet and Hullot for proving sets of equations [7]. 

In this paper and related studies, the correctness of logical formulas is proven by replac
ing a logical formula with another until certain specified conditions have been satisfied. 
The condition used in this paper is that the result of replacements is an empty set. In re
lated studies, a logical formula in which atoms on the right-hand side are equal to those on 
the left-hand side is obtained. The method proposed in this paper ( the structural method) 
replaces a logical formula using a set JR of ET rules, while the methods proposed in related 
studies ( the fiat method) use procedures obtained from a set ill) of definite clauses. The 
difference between our proposed method and those methods is that the set JR can add 
new rules while the set ill) cannot. The structural method can prove logical formulas by 
making new rules and adding them to the set JR if rules that are needed for the proof d0 
not exist (refer to the left side of Figure 1). Our original contribution in this paper is 
the concept underlying the structural method. For example, a rule that is made based 
on {app(A, B, C), app(A, B, D), neq(C, D)} is needed to prove unsatisfiability of 
{rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)}. In the structural method, the rule can be made by 
proving the unsatisfiability of {app(A, B, C), app(A, B, D), neq(C, D)} in the middle 
of the proof of {rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)} if the rule does not exist in the set 
R Additionally, the application of ET rules can be recycled for various proof problems, 
so a competent procedure set can be constructed by accumulating ET rules. 

7.3. Enhancement of ET rule generation system. The LE-based method and a 
meta-computation-based method [2] have been proposed for generating ET rules from 
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<D Structural method (This paper) 

Logical formula (Atom set) 
{not(Z), X, Y) 

Given 

[Prove a logical formula] 

{ yes <- not(Z), X, Y) 
n Replace 

A set Ill of ET rules 

.JJ. (By ET rules}~ Ill) 
{yes<- not(Z), P, 1,Q, Y; ) n Replace ~ ~ \---+------1 

{ yes~ not(Z), P, T) 

1 Replace 
{, 
{} 

Make new ET rule 
and 

Add new rule to Ill 

[Prove a logical formula] 

{yes<- Q, Y} 
: Replace 
: (By ET rules in Ill) 
V 
{} 

,D.Find sub-problem 

[Prove a logical formula] 

(g) Flat method (Related studies) 

Logical formula (Clause) 
Z<-X, Y 

Given 

[Prove a logical formula] 

Z<-X,Y 
n Replace 

.JJ. (By procedures obtained from ][])) 

Z <- P, Q, Y 

nReplace +-----+-----I 
W,P<-P,Q, Y 

: Replace ------+---~ 
'+' 

W,P<-W,P 

FIGURE 1. Difference between the proof method proposed in this paper 
and those from related studies 

TABLE 1. Atom sets that can be proved using our proposed method 

Atom set 

Pattern which does not need induction {app(A, [Bl, [ ])}, {rev([], [A I Bl)} 
{app(A, lBJ, A)}, 
{app(A, [BI CJ, C)}, 

Pattern which needs induction 
{app(A, B, C), app(A, B, D), neq(C, D)}, 
{rev([A I Bl, B)}, 
{rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)}, 
{rev(B, A), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)} 

specifications. By incorporating our proposed method into the LE-based method, the 
range of ET rules that can be made by the LE-based method is expanded. As a result, 
many False rules, which are important for solving constraint satisfaction problems, can 
be made based on the proof of unsatisfiable atom sets [2]. By proposing a method for 
proving unsatisfiable atom sets, the correctness of the following LE can be guaranteed. 
The IE in the following formula is a set of atoms. 

\/(IE +-+ {false}) 

The correctness of this LE cannot be proven by conventional LE-based methods. 
The following rule can be generated by the method proposed in this paper, but not by 

the meta-computation-based method: 

r : rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C) =} false. 

Ruler is made by the following three steps: 

1. Prove that atom set {rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)} is unsatisfiable. 
2. Make an LE \I( {rev(A, B), rev(A, C), neq(B, C)} +-+ {false}) from the atom set. 
3. Generate ruler from the LE. 
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One reason why r cannot be m~de by the meta-computation-based method is that the 
variable A in r can present lists of any length. If the first argument in the rev atom of r 
is a variable, then induction is necessary. The induction mechanism is incorporated into 
our proposed method, whereas it is not in the meta-computation-based method. 

In this paper, we proposed, for the first time, an induction inethod based on computa
tion by ET rules which greatly increases the number of provable atom sets. With a focus 
on atom sets for the app and the rev predicates, we proved unsatisfiability of the eight 
(8) atom sets shown in Table 1 using our proposed method. An induction mechanism was 
necessary to prove the unsatisfiability of six ( 6) of the atom sets listed. The unsatisfiabil
ity of these atom sets has been proven for the very first time as a result of our proposed 
method. 

8. Conclusions. In this paper, we outlined the importance of proving atom sets in the 
making of ET rules and explained the need for an induction mechanism based on compu
tation by ET rules for proving various atom sets. Consequently, we proposed an induction 
mechanism based on computation by ET rules and derived a new method for proving atom 
sets using the mechanism. In particular, in this paper we focused on proof of unsatis
fiability of atom sets. Our proposed method executes induction using the recursiveness 
of a list that appears in an atom set. Since the proof of unsatisfiability of atom sets is 
effective for making False rules, we believe that many False rules can be made from the 
results outlined in this paper. F\1ture work will include further development of ET rules 
generation system based on the method proposed in this paper. 
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